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.Conferenc* on :UnCommonly, Taught Languages
' (Officio of, Education)

October 1974'

OUTHEAOSIAN LANGUAGES, high priority.
ateriaTh'development needs.
'(R. B. Jynes Cornell Univeibity;)

WORKING PAPER:

U.S OE PARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EOUCATION & WELFAAW/
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
THIS DOCU/VIENT HAS BEEN REPRO
OUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM

THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN
ATING IT POINTS OP VIEW OR OPINIONS
STAIED DO NOT NECESSARILY Re'PRE

SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

I EDUCATION POSITION OR POLIcY

o erence n, ou ea anguages in re--
1 ti r tP_WaJOINEA waz cPAYeAP-or the- ACLS in 1959. 117e re7'
port of that c'bnference, along with others, beCame-the'-basts-
for the' later conference which result d. in the Fife-Nielsen

"report with its general reccitimendatIOnb. (Copy of theACLS
report is attached for refergebe.) P

-f

The ACLS Conferen.e was', properly for the :tithe, con=
cerved mostly with` basic (ie.), elementary) teachimg materials
for the primary languages of the area; The past fifteen years .

has seen considerable accomplishment at this level, though,
there are still important gaps which must Qbe filled.' It would
thus seem appropriate that the present conference give some
emphasis to the sequencing of intermediate and advanced mate-
rials which are still largely or wholly aacking for many of
the primary languages of the area, and to the needs regarding
secondary languages. 'There are, of course, other utters -which
require attention,as well and to facilitate delibe ations the
following outline of topics is offered. No necessa y priority
is implied/by the orderingand, of course, it may w 1 be that
other i ,glpics will emerge in the final ordering of priorities
which should result from this conference. -

I. General.
1) Grammars. Distinction has been made betwe en st dent

and reference grammars. The distinct on
may need clarification. in any Case" b ere
is to date only one which can qualify a ,a
refence grammar, and none which qualify
as student grammars however defined: (Other
studies which are available fall somewhere

.-in.between, or outside, these two.)

2) Dictionaries. The student /reference distinction has
also, been made for dictionaries and may also
need-clarification, Adequate Eng./FL dic-
tionaries do not exist for any .languages of
the area (though one for Indonesian is in
press). ;Adequate FL/Eng. dictionaries are
still lacking for Burmese, Cambodian, Taga-
log.

3) Research.
a) Sociolinguistic, especially in relation

to III. b and IVs c below. ,
b) Semantic analyses, possibly the -single

most important .lack in general-and in re-
lation to teaching materials.

0 Linguistic surveys, as related to III. d
below, and to secondary languages, espe-.
cially as they cut across national boundries.
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II. Elem ?ntary level teaching materials. 4 I

Gradedreaders'ae still lacking fdr Burmese,.
IndonesianpTagalog. With some others there
of some problems of integration' with elementary'
spoken courses. ,

III. Intermeal .1 materials.
a Readers -slacking for Burmese, Tagalong., - Vietnamese'.

Spoken --1-aliguage_courses_._, No such materials exist
for any language nor have they. previously been
considered.' Sholqd receive a high, priority If we .

would, aim toward developing even reasonably high Y

competence.in.speaking. Would-require considerable
research as models Used at elementary levels are
Unsuitable and no other models have been developed.

IV. Advanced level teaching materials.
a Readers -evailable only for Thai.
b Literature - materials available only for Thal.(?)
c .Spoken language materi is - none. .(Cf. III.b).

d Linguistic-Histories, - handbooks for the general .
student as well as the specialist ,are needed for
all the lariguages,

V. Secondary languages.
Require consideration in relation to all the above
topics.

VI. Teaching facilities. Consideration should be given recommen-
dations 11, 12, 13 of the Fife-Nielsen ;dPort. No. 11
commends the Yale University Institute of Far Eastern
Languages and recommends that others be established.:
Yale./'s is defunct and no others have been. "established.
No. 12 recommends the establishment of language and
area cqnters abroad: none have been inSEA.' No. 13'

calls or, among others things, "permanence of pro- ';
grams" 1

.

Such matters'as are included under I. above require really
only linguists, time, and the necessary fund; all others require
students as well: What Shall be recommended regarding the pre-'
ent paucity of students? .

4



.st. SURVEY OF PERSONNEL, MATERIALS AND PROGRAMS FOR THE TEACHING .

OF SbUTEE.48T ASIAN LANGLAGES,

DETERMINATION OF NEEDS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS'

FOII-Alf-APPROPRIATE-PROGRAWOF-RiSFARCH

0_
1111101

Report'of a Conference at the American Council of Learned Societies

Deceober 17-18, 1959

Present:

W. Norman Brown (University of Pennsylvania)

William S. Cornyn (Yale University)
. .

_Isidore Dyen (Yale University)

Austin Fife (Language Development Section, OffiCe of Education) - first day'
. 4,

Mary R. Hgas-(University of California at Berkeley)

'Rens Hendon (Foreign Service Institute),

Cecil Hobbs (Library of Congress) n

Elinor Horne (Yale University)

Shirley,Duncan Hudson (OLS)
$

R. B. Jones (Cornell University), Chairman

%l I

Laurence C. Thompsdn .(University of Washington)

f'

Donald C. Walsh (MLA Foreign Language ,Program Research Center). - part of one
session

In preparation for this conference, Mr. Fife had assembled the materials on

Southeast Asian languages thus faA" available to the Office of Education and had

prefaced these with an outline of possibilities for language development in this

area with the assistance of the Nationhl Defense Education Act. )uring this year

$4;00Q;000 is available, as defined in the language ci! the Act, ". . . to make

4
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studies and surveys to determine the need for increased or Improved instruction

in moKern foreign languages and other fields,- needed to provide a full under--

Standing of the areas, regions or countries.j.n.Aich such languages are-colmonly

used, to conduct research on more effective methodsor teaching such languages

had in such other fields, and to'develop specialized materials for use ib1;.luch

trainidg, .or 3ml-training teachers of such languages or in such other fields."

The appropriation for next year will be only half as large.

In expanding this outline, Mr.2Fife made the following pertinent points:
.

I. The operational procedure of the Language Section.of
.

`--the Office .of :Education is to wbfk through contractual arrangements rather than

by means of direct grants.
.

-

. 2. WheneVer feasible, t e LDS prefers to enter into major long-range

contracts with suitable organizations which will, in turn, sUb-contract with

individuals.

3.. Two kinds of dontracts are possible: (0-those made for ,an
. . ,

,
eighteen-month period after the date of the co tract; (b) those which extend

-beyond the eighteen months for an additional year, subject, of course, to 'Con-

gressional appropriation.
.J

4. Under the contracts provision may be made for equipment: (a)
1

expendable equipment which may be_purchased in cash; (b) permanent equipment which

,can either be rented or bough by
0
the contracting institution and leased to the

Government.

5. At the present time publication is lititt to duplication for

testing and other experimental purposes.

6. Consideration can be given to the possibilities of foreign travel

for needed. exploratory:field work or of the importation of an informant if none

is otherwiqe available. 5



7. Primary contracts must-,be with U.S. Citizens, but subcontracts

non-citizens.may be, made wit

Following Mr. Fife's pre sentation, the Conference turned its attention to

jist of suggestions for a Materials DeVelopment Prograth for'the,"Neglected"

,
C,'

Languages.' There wai,dexuswal agreement On the-following prioinities although it

was recognized that-these might vary'with different languages.

1

v

A. Minimum requirements

1. Basic course*, orield :toward the spoken languagd and designed for
.

2.

the adult student.

Graded readers
4

Here; much variety is- possible, but care must be taken to

give a proper picture of the culture. The compiler of the

graded reader has a choice between using original or adapted'

material, the latter building consciously'On the student's

spoken knowledge. The deci;ion will vary among languages, in

part because of the differing degrees of complexity in the

Writing ayatems.

.
Also needed for many languagdarq teaching materials for
0

the classical as coved to tbe.current standard fors of the

languages. Such readers could be drawn from both the prose and

t

'poetical llterature.

3. Reference grammar

These are of two kinds: (a) a Oseript"Manalybis of the

*This was defined as "the salient features of the language with 'enough substance

to make it'real." t might consist, therefore, of the first 20. units of an'inten-

sive course (i.e., a course requiring 30 boars a week for-12 months).

6
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target language to precedeth9 conbtructidivof other tools; (b)

. 1.

an inaexed_desoripti,on of the-laiiguage for studen0-review and

reference which is in effect a reassembpaig, with .incased
.

exemplification, of e verything the student has Darned.

4. Orthographic systems

5. Student dictionarieS

These should be'keyed to the basic course that the student

has used. In'their drontruction most word counts basedo*

literary sources are useless. Newspapers, radio broadcasts,

and tapes pr6vide much more suitable vocabularies. In many

), cases these dictionaries should come betweii thebasic course

and the comprehensive dictionary. The emphp.sis must be on

e
modern usage becUse.of the substantial changes in many of the

languages since the war'.

There is also the possibility of providing interim materials .

inthe form of annotated - collections, of readings with glossaries,

similar to those for Spanish andFrench which havebeen used for

generations.

Tapes

a. Those directly useable for instructional purposese Some

of these should go with the basic course or with the first

reader. These should be made available at the slime time as the

written materials. Their production can.be included in the

( contract.

b. "library tapes of the modern Standard idiom of dufficient

linguistic and cultural depth and breadth to serve as a reser-

vo(!for linguistic and cultural, analysis."

-7
'
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Mr. Fife reported on a potential source of tapes -- a

' 4

1".

commercial firm with world-wide'connections'which ds prepared

.
to produce tapes in foreign countries according to specifica-

.

tions set up by individuals or institutions. A pilot prograi

in Italy is being conducted under. an NDEA contract, Should

production pf such tapes in othpr areas prove feasiblel'this

portion of the operatiOn 1,7111 be'handled separately and pro-
.

vision for it need not be ihcluded in the language materials

'contrgts.

B.' Desirable but of'lesser priority
7

1. Area handbooks

2. Various resources for 'a knowledge of language and/or area .nut

directly related,to an instructional program but uteful to the

operations of a Center (films, tapes, 4ocumentt, scholarly production

about language and/or area, dialectology, philological'studies, etc.).

Before considering eac)1 of the Southeast Asian languages separately; the

(
- Conference agreed on certain basic recommendations:

1. LetterpresS publication should be regarded at a legitimate part of a

4

contract. This is essential (a) for reasons of national prestige since many.
,

of these materials will.have an overseas atdience; (b) for administrators and

\
teachers who hesitate to introduce a new text if there is no guatantee of

continued availability; (c)for the author whOse own research deserves the
.

'recognition that only publication `can give ft.

2. An integral part of any program to develop a neglected language must
c>7

be support for informants. preferably, this should be in terns of fellowships

which would assure sufficient time for the informant to meet def3ree require-
_

L.-_--9-;nents. in his own field as well as to cooperate- with the production of

8
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language materials.*

I

,

40Jainin,trAtionslmbst be_encouragedto sebognize the accomplishments

of-trodned- linguists who are-devoting.their_tize to the preparattion of

. materials in the neglected languages. The inability of'administrators to

differentiate betiaeen lingui,stic scholars and their
.nformants damages any

program forthe prothiction of language materials since it removes such

'scholars frdh the normal promotion process. Applications for Centera-'should':

reflect an awareness on thePpart of the administrationandnd of thel0Sponsors

. .

.

.

of the Centers that participants are an integral part r.of the no4iiiial academic

..,
-

. .
.

community;, no participants should be included whoa are not capable of regular

academic employment.
4

1

4. If at all possible, proJeCts in Southeast ASian lansuaes'should

,..)..4., 1 '7'''
',I-- J-,

, N

be contracted for initially by the American CouncWof Learned Socie ties.

It was recognized that, this arrangement -would be possibleonly.if thg ques-

tion of overhead could be resolved. Should the .ACLS accept this respOnk-

bility, it would be'assured of the cony tupd dooperatikand advice of the

group present at this Conference.

5. In the preparation of any program relating to-the Language

Southeast Asia the
Chinelse-minority groups in the area should not be over-

looked. Since the landiages of the Chinese pppulations vary from area to

area,r'it is essential to.have continuingnadvice and to recognize he

importance of baying these materials produced.

6. ',2Tie Conference recommended
that Tibetan be considered at either the

t

Conference on South Asian Languages or the Conference on Far Eastern Languaged.

In making,this recommendation, the. Comference recorded its appreciation' of

t,

XThis provision would ameliorate the shortage of informanp throughout the year in

such ihnguages as Burmese; it would also. make possible wider course offerings

/ during the summer and enable schOUrs to work on language materials in the summer

months when informants are Aormally Unavailable.
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the importance of this language and area.

7. The proeur,enaent -of necessary materials from foreign- areas- should

be-recogniez-ed---as-a- legiltimat-epart,- -of any -eoatrac-t-for-the-prepa,rat-ion of

materials.

8. The Conference strongly recommended the holding of a Conference on

the preparation of dictionaries which would bringtogether persons whohave

lad,experience_inthis field and those who may be planning such activities

ln the near future.

9. The Conference agreed that some provision be made

for basic research with no product necessarily involved.

in LDS contracts

This is impoitant

( in cases where research has.al ady been started; nett 'basis research may, be

more difficult toeTenl.but should not be written off.

10. Based on the genpra1\recognition by Conference rarticipantb that the

-number of students interested in Southeast Asian languages waS,decreasingl,

the Conference urged...that attention be given to waySof.motivatingNstudent

interest (e.g., fellowship assistance, and increased emphasis on career

possibilities for the language specialist).

4
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TEL LANGUAGE8,OF BUENA*

8-

. ,

.Burmese .
.

. e
%

,

..,

A genes zation ii that the tEoctbobk situation with regard to-Burnbee___

. .
.. .. .

is not serious,lbut is not gaol.'.

2.

5.

Basic course
4 .

: Spoken Burmese
(William S. Cornyd),with Books I and II and ,

accompanying recordings, made.during4g war and currently, available

from Henry Holt: A Guide's Manual was also prepared at that time.
4. 0%

Graded reader.

Burmese Chrestomatby (William S.'Co;nyn),published by

(1957) 2

Reference -grammar

Outlive 'of Burmese (William S. Tornyn)

Orthog*aphic system

The Burmese Writing System (Pr. B. Jones, Jr. and U Iihift),

published by the ACLS (1953).'

Student dictionary

Burmese Glossary (William S. Cornyn and John K. Musgrave), based on

newspapers and modern materials (published by the ACLS, 1958)p,can

be used together with Judson which is good for the old= language.

A 'omprehensive Burmese dictionary is now on cards. Upon
Q.

completion, the Yale Press will publish it. with a.subsidy. NDEA

assistance is possible f9r the pieparation of the dictionary.

Immediate-neeas:
e'

A revised edition of Spoken Biarmese with tapes

*8ce accompanying report by William SCornyn
,

a



SeCondlary needs':

".

enthropologisf., These should be of. two kinds; (a) a cUltural introduction from

the point of view of the presentation of langUage, materials, and (b) larger,.
9.

.(
.

comprehensiye handbooks.*

1. Adequate area handbooks ate nreded preferably compiled by ari
-4

2. There is also a nee&.for,two types'of bibliographies; .(a) .a selectiire

bibliographic listing under4.certain
eategorietil and (b) an annotated selective

bibliography. It was suggested that such bibliographies might be most

efficiently prepared by the Library of CongresS,

Qualitled.personnel,

William S. Cornyn (Yale University)

golcCW. Musgrave (Yale University)

R. B: Jones (Cornell University)

&

Marvin Bgar

N. C. Bodman (Foreign Affmirs Institute)

Miss Ballard (Baptist Mission in.Rangaan

not available, r.

v-

qualified; lortart probably

There are other qualified persons at the Schbol of Oriental and African

Studies (Universl.ty,of Logdon), but there is doubt that they would

0

be interested.'
e,41\

C
Shan

The immediate need'is for basic research that'wead rebult in a reference

grrmnr, a descriptive analysis, anti a stud9nt dic:Assnaly.

V.Ce ,

The basic course is a secondary nee
r

'There would be no students and

N

the language'can be approached throu0

The orthography is difficultP0 pee the lanedge la' written 41 Burmese., le The

'4
*It was the cancensus Of the Cq40ence that in the rewritirig,of the HPW area

handbooks, presently underayr/t4hoe are being condensed to the point Of, error.
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Shan Government is "nat,x.-engagea in reforming the writing system.

Qi litied personnel

r

Seren Egerod (t7niversityrof CopenhAgen)

IX Fang -kwei (University of Washington)

.R. B. Jones (Cornell"-University)

Marvin Brown

11. G. BodMan (:Foreign BerviCe Institute),

/

e-

Eugenie Renderso (School of Oriental And African Studies, University
....

,.
.

of. London)-
,

.

i

.

,

Karen

Karen is similar to Shan' in importance.

immediate need is for the revision of one or two existing dictionaries.

This might Ite-11 be accomplished through a contract with the Christian1Literary

r -.
Society in Rangoon.

Miss -Ballard (Baptist MiSsion in Rangoon)" has prepared a basic
cour6e
gxammaw which

-is-adequatd f0,the demand, the latter beilag largely from missionaries.

.* R. B. Jones'. Karen Grammar is to be publigned during thecoming year by the

University California:/

A basic course is only a secondary need.

Qualified personnel

1 John W. Musgrave (Yale University)

R. B. Jones (Cornell University)
.

Eugenie Henders'on (School of aienta and African Studies, University

of Lond6n)

13
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,
Immediate needs

1.
.:2

11
.,.

aachin Pinghpawr

a. Revision of son's dictionary

,,, b. Completion of Cornynts unfinished description of Kachin for which an

informant is required. None it)presently'available.

,

Qualified person*

N. C. Bodman (Foreign ServiCe Institute)
0

Dobbins Burling (University .of Pennsylvania),
1

William S. Cornyn (Yale Universiiy) I

Eugenie gendetson (School of Orightal and African Studies University

of London)

Chin

There are many dialects df dhi . The Government is trying to get someone to

,

standardize the language' and prepare primary textbooks, but thbre are political

difficulties in achieving thAlflend.

Qualified pei-sonnel

Theodore Stern (University of Oregon)

Robbins Burling (University of Pennsylvania)
o

William Bright '(Wniversity of California at 'Los Angeles)

Gordon Luce (professor of History, Unlversitir of Rangoon) has Chin

materials in London ready for publication.

Mon

H. L. Shorto (School of Oriental and African Studies, Uhiversity of London)

is working:on Mon,- particularly as it is,related to the production of a reference

grammar and to.a dictidnary roject.

Jinghpaw is preferred by native speakers. 4



With regard to Burmese languages in general: R. B. Jones spoke of the

04

importance of the lip.guistic survey project of-Burma which he had originally

outlined in December 1958. This survey had been envisaged in terms of sponsor -

ship by the 'Southeast Asia Prorgral of Cornell University. It would utilize a

total of eight linguists over a two-year period. Gordon Luce of the University
'

of Rangoon would have a pivotal place in'this program: and his advanced age adds

urgeniy to its Initiation and completion.

A

a

7

I
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LANGUAGES OF THAILAND*

Presently available for. Bangkok Thair are:

Spoken Thai (Haas and Subhanka),,published with recordings (Henry Holt).

V
This needs revision but has secondary priority.- TheFSI has 12

. 4 1'
omits of a basic course. by Richard No ss1.8 of which haveabeen re-

. produced! Mr. Noss hopes to continue with this workilihich includes

conversation with extensive drills and an elaborate pronunciation

build-up for the writing system. Graded writing exercises are

(-
being built up, geared to the writing systenrand based on Hgas and

04

. Noss.

Thai Reader (Mary R. liaas),, published by the A S (1954)

The PSI also has a comprehensive beginning`r, ader which is presently

' in handwritten form; it is td be reproduced in a printed yerdion.

Thai Vocabulary (Mary R. Haas), published by the ACLS (1955)

Thai System of Writing (Mary R. Haas), published by the ACLS (1956).

This has recently been revised without exercises.

An immediate need is the Student Dictionary which extends beyond the

Vocabulary accompanying the Reader in that it includes newspgper terms and those

needed to read social science materials. This is in nrocess,pf'ccmpilation at the

University of California.

The Thai havera nu mber of dictionaries -- including a Government dictionary

giving recent spelling revisions and a three-volume English-Thai dictionary.

These do not give the idiomatic Thai expressions needed by the English- speaking

student.
4

There is no Thai reference grammar. Noss's dissertation (a Thai grPmmRr)

which he wants to revise before publicatiOn would beyublished in temporary form

.

*See accom9anying report by Mary Haas ..

/Present usage favors Thatover Siamese as th e name of the language,.but there is
no objection to the latter. 16
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as a reference grammar.

Secondary, long-sange, needs:

a.' A Thailand-IFentered linguistic survey

b. .A history of Thai literature
.

William Gedney has been working for three years on this work
0

and is naw'in Ceylon for two years. Such a history is seeded

for all areas bf Southeast Asia. It would be useful, among

other things,'for comparative literature courses or for Asian

-literature in translation.

c. Bibliographies sinlilartto those needed for Burma

, -

Qualified personnel
-

Mary Haas (University of California)

O

R. B.,Jones (Cornell University)

,a
Richard Noss (Foreign Service Institute)

PUfus Hendon, (Foreign Service Institute)

Samuel Martin (Yale University)

William Gedney (New York State Teachers College) - now. in Ceylon

Li Fang-kwei (University of Washington)

Edward M. Anthony, Jr. (University of Michigan)

Roderick Hemphill

E. H. S. Simmonds (School of Oriental and African Studies, University

of London)

AtEugenie Henderson (School of Oriental and lean Studies, University

, of. London) . .

Marvin Brown

Mts. Joanne Gillette Hankins (P.O. Box 465, Hong Kong) - lived in

Thailand from 1953-1958; perhaps the best non-Thai Thai speaker;

George Grekoff (University of California)

17.



I LAOS

Immediate needs

1. Descriptive analysis of Lao

2. Student dictionary

3. Description of the Lad orthogranhic system

4. An etymological.glossary of Thai dialects.

*s,
Li'Fang-kwei has-a great deal of Thai material, larg4y from, South China.

The work on this is nearly so4letedsand should be preApublished as a pattern

for similar studies. It needs to be pushed immediately.
. \.

,

1

Qualified personnel
O

G. E. Roffe (Vientaine, Laos)

John S. Alden 4

William Smalley (Valhalla, new York)

Li Fang-kwei (University of Wa4lington)

all persons on list of Thai competencies

18 ;
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CAMBODIA

Immediate.needs

Basic course (already started at the Foreign Service Institute
.

Reference grammar

Student dictiotary
A

Reader

Description of the Cambodian orthographic system
ti

These materials will not produce teachers but will rather* produce users of the

langdage.

Qualified personnel

Richard Noss (Foreign Service Institute)

William Shipley (University of California)

e
William Oedney'(New York State Teachers College - now in Citylon

Dale Purtle
P

James Bostaine (Foreign Service Institute)

R. B. Jones (Cornell University)

Mro. Joanne 011ie-bite Hankins (,P.O. Boic 465, Hong Ang

William Smalley. (Valhalla, New York)

Eugdnie Henderson (Schspl of Oriental and African Studies, Universiti

of' London)
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4ETNAM*

Immediate needs

)
Vietnamese Reader - Laurence Thompson's Vietnamese Reader is readj for

publication, but Support is needed for typing for photo-offset.

This reader is between the elementary-and intermediate levels.

ROerence grammar -- preferably one that could also beused by students,

Tipoppson's Vietnamese Grammar (his doctoral dissertation). could

be revised.

A survey tand-lexicography on Communist neologisms

N,

This might,be prepared as reader with a glossary. A ChineseinfOrman

2

o wouldbe essential.

Vletnamese Dictionary - progress on this (by Huynh Sanh Thong) is goingi

very slGly. About one-third jias'been typed for offset reproduction.

Publication recommendations

311atrodnction to Spoken Victriamel(R.'B. Jones and Huynh Sanh Thong);

published by the 'ACLS (1957) is out of print. This might be revised

and reprinted. The Foreign Service InStitute has 10 units of a neft

spoken Vietnamese course.

Studies in Vietnamese (Murray Emeneau), out of printsince 1954, shpuld.be

reprinted.

Qualified personnel.

Laurence Thompson (University of Washington)

*
See accompanying report by Laurence Thompson
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R. B. :Tones (Cor nell University)

James'Bostaine (Foreign'Service Institute)

'Vrilliam Smalley (Valhalla, New York)

AuFray Emeneau (University of California)

Jesse 0. Sawyer (Oak)and, California)

Roderick Hemphill..

Samuel Martin (Yale University)

4

P. J. Honey (School of 0Aental and African Studies, University of London)
4

Merrill Jackson
cr

William Gage (Rochester, New York)

Nguyen Dinh Hoa (UniversitY'of Saigon)



THE-LANGUAGES OF INDONESIA*

Indonesian

Work in progress

A basic . course in Indonegian by Isidore Dyen (now in mimeograph form) will

be ready for publication upon Diren's return from a year's field work in, Indonesia'.

The Foreign 'Service Institute has a completl course of 60 units, but they

are not satisfied with it. A

A reader, being prepared by John Echols, will be completed by the end -6ext

summer,'\agter,his return from Indonesia. /1

The need for graded readers is a matter of debate, but Dyen regards them as

very useful.

A reference grammar
(Isidore Dyen) is in rough manuscript form.

A stUdent dictionary (Echols) is now in the hands of the Cornell University

Tress .

The Indonesians do some good dictionary work themselves.

r
,

Other needs

Tbpre might well be a use for a colloquial dictionary, ccimiingnot entirely
1

from printed sources but stemming as well from, local oral sources

-

A linguistic survey of Indonesia was..recommended.

( There is no need for a description-of the orthographical system since the

Latin alphabet is used.

.1r

Javanese

A basic course, prepared .by Elinor Horne, is ready for publicationlok the

Yale University Press. (Support for itsIxeparation and subsidization of its

publication came from the ACLS Program in Oriental Languages.)

*See accompanying report by Isidore Dyen
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Immediate needs

Graded reader to be written in*hrpaitiknpl rnmanization. Mrs. Horne is

willing to undertIke this immediately'''.

Secondary needs

Reference, grammar

Orthographic sy%tem,to inthe reader

It. was noted that Dutch materials are inadequate, outr.of date, and in Dutch;
.

but their cultural materials are better than a6y,obtaiqable elsewhere at the

present time.

Minimal needs fol-,the following labguages are a: `,deference grammar and, a

dictionary: (existing materials are indicated)
AIL

Sundanese A dissertation by Bryce Van Syoc b(Vversity of Michigan)

was devoted to a Phonology and Morphology of SUndanese.

Madarese Alan Stevens (Yale University) is prepared to 45) field work on

this language. Perhaps a'grammar might result.

Balinese A descriptive grammar of Balinese is being prepared by

Iliaroenawidagda Kann at Michigan.

Achinese Jesse O. Sawyer has done a historical description of Achinese.

Batak Keith Percival(Yale,University) is prepariigg a descriptivegrammar

of Batak as a doctoral dissertation.

N. C. Scott (School of Oriental and African Languages) has published a

didtionary on the language of the sea Dyak of Borneo.
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A Survey.of the entire area is needed, Some 200 languages have beed

reported. A .group of Indonesian student,b-iiL Iadiaua University are writing
u . .

grammars of their native languages.

Qualified personnel
. .

0 i/

.Gerald E. Williamsl(Oornell University) - now in Indonesia

Isidore'Dyen (Yale University)

Rufus Henden (Foreign Service#Institutd) .

Jahn EcEols (Cornell University)

Denzel Carr (University of California)

JoSeph Harter (ForeignService Institut?) y
'

Catherine Clardy (Foreign Service Institute) - now in Indonesia

Bryce Van Syoc (University of Michigan)

Elinor Horne (New Haven, ConneCticut) - Javanese

Jesse Sawyer (Oakland, California)

Alan Stevens (Yale University)
.c&

Johnyolff (Yale University)

Keith Percival (Yare University) - Batak

Gloria Bineth (Cornell_University) - Murra

Norbert Ward

Ross MacDonald (Resident Consultant to the Government of Indonesia,

big1ish Language Teacher Training Program in Indonesia)

Sheldon Wise (Robert College, Istanbul3 Turkey)

Matthew Charles (Lecturer on the English Laftuage, PergurUan Tinggi

Pendidikan Guru Malang, Djalan Tumapeli Malang, Indonesia)

Peter Goebels

De Heera

C. Hooykaas (School'of Oriental and African Studies, University of Londad)
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The,Philippinee

Immediate needs

Basic course in Tagalog with ac6ompanying tapes

The Philippine Center for Language StUdy OCLA-connected)

in peparing such a course.
I. 1 j

Reference grammar of Tagalog.

Tagalog-Engliuh andanglish-Tagalog Dictionary-

Qqalified personnel

Harold C. Conklin (Columbia University)

Robert Stockwell (UCLA)

,r

Clifford H. Prator (UCLA)

Paul Garvin (GeoFgetown University)

Catherine Clardy (Foreign Service Institute) - Indonesia

William. H. Jacobsen, Jr. (University of California)

George Grace (Northwestern University)

a

*See accompanying paper by Harold C. Conklin
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MALAY

The needs for Malay are the same as thqse for Indone.sian: a basic course,

a dradedNreader, a referencq.grpmm2r, and a student dictionary:: These'shckuld'.

be undertaken immediatelY*Ahe basis of materials prepared or Indonesian.

I 4
Quali2iedpersonnei 1,

Isidore Wen 4aWUniversity) e *
-I

Rufus Hendon (Poreigli Service Institute)

Denzel Carr turverspy of California)-

A
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